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FLUSH-A

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
FLUSH is a powerful blend of safe organic
solvents especially designed to quickly remove
and flush away dirt, dust, grease & grime from all
types of surfaces.
FLUSH contains no
chlorinated or fluorinated solvents making it an
ideal product to use in an environmentally
conscious situation or where highly toxic products
are not suitable.

Organic
Safety Solvent Cleaner
BIODEGRADABLE - ORGANIC SOLVENTS
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE
NON-CONDUCTIVE
NO CHLORINATED OR FLUORINATED
SOLVENTS
NO PETROLEUM DISTILLATES
SAFE ON MOST PLASTICS

USE ON EQUIPMENT, ELECTRIC MOTORS,
MACHINERY, TOOLS, ENGINES, AIRCRAFT,
AUTOMOTIVE, MACHINE SHOPS, OFFICE
EQUIPMENT, DRILLING RIGS, ETC.

Product #4003
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Remove cap. Spray over the
surface to be cleaned until
completely saturated.
Allow
solvent to penetrate and soften
soil. Wipe or rinse with a second
spray.
On heavily encrusted
areas, use a brush.
When
cleaning electrical equipment,
make sure equipment is off. This
product may harm some plastics
and painted surfaces. Test product
in an inconspicuous area before
using.

CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.

INGREDIENTS
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CAS NUMBER

CITRUS TERPENE
DIPENTENE
CARBON DIOXIDE

HEALTH
FLAMMABILITY
REACTIVITY
PROTECTION

A dd i t i on al

5989-27-5
138-86-3
124-38-9

I nf or m at i on

FLUSH Organic Safety Solvent Cleaner is a powerful natural solvent that is ideal for industrial
use. In today's environmentally concerned workplace, using hazardous materials like 1,1,1trichloroethane, kerosene, diesel fuel, gasoline and several other petroleum distillates as
parts cleaners is desperately avoided. The safety of the employee in the workplace is a high
priority in today's industries and FLUSH Organic Solvent Cleaner is a safe replacement for
petroleum distillates and chlorinated solvents. FLUSH not only replaces other more toxic
products but also out performs them. FLUSH emulsifies heavy grease, tar, asphalt and is
water rinsable. This remarkable cleaner features a heavy flushing action and does not
evaporate as fast as many solvents which makes it much more effective for dissolving heavy
grease buildups on trucks, lifts, tools and industrial machinery. FLUSH was specifically
designed and manufactured to out perform electrical parts cleaners from other companies as
well as all "gunk" type aerosol solvents while also proving to be safer for the user and the
environment. Use FLUSH where other products have failed or prove to be unsafe to use and
store.
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